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›01
Background

Bettinelli SPA – CB Division
Since 1953, the CB AUTOMATION division of Bettinelli F.lli SpA has
been producing automated assembly and control platforms, primarily

for the pharma, medical, beauty and home cleaning sectors.

It operates in the European, North American and South American
markets, with exports making up 90% of its turnover. Over 170 highly

specialised personnel are involved across the various stages of the
integrated production cycle: analysis, customised proposal, mechanical

and electronic design, creation of mechanical parts, line assembly and
production start-up.

Final FATs/SATs and validation support (DQ, IQ, OQ) are just the first
steps in a comprehensive support service provided by CB to its

customers over the course of the life cycle of the platform/product.

Key Facts (Dec. 2020)

Industrial automation
No. of employees: 
175  Founded: 
1953
Markets Europe, US, Canada
Locations: Bagnolo Cremasco (CR), 
Germany, US, India, China 
https://www.cbautomation.eu/

CB Automation – Corporate video

http://www.cbautomation.eu/
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›02
Needs/problems

> Reduce machinery maintenance costs,

in terms of personnel, replacement parts, travel, machine 
downtime

> Obtain accurate information on the source of the fault

> Guarantee FTFR (first time fix rate),

i.e. resolution of the fault during the first visit
>Move from scheduled maintenance (which is 

sometimes unnecessary) to predictive 
maintenance

Other needs identified during the activity

> To create a database

> To begin to move towards industrial IOT

Expected KPIs

First time fix rate  
Cost reduction in 
terms of:
> Travel
> Replacement parts
> Machine downtime
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›Predictive maintenance

"Predictive maintenance is a type of preventive maintenance, carried out following identification of one or more
parameters, measured and processed using appropriate mathematical models to determine how long before a fault
occurs"

Its goal is to use raw data from the field to
produce models capable of mapping the
deterioration behaviour of a component or
detecting a related anomaly.

Various methods are used for predictive
maintenance, including machine learning
techniques and regression models; application of
such methods primarily depends on the
availability of data.

Predictive maintenance ensures cost and resource optimisation; it also has a positive impact on product 
quality and lifespan. It uses real data, measured and processed to obtain a statistical model of behaviour.
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›Predictive maintenance (opt. 2)

"Predictive maintenance is a type of preventive maintenance, carried out following identification of one or more
parameters, measured and processed using appropriate mathematical models to determine how long before a fault
occurs."

The benefits

>Increases machine productivity: makes it
possible to prevent unscheduled production
downtime and interruptions arising from sudden
faults

>Option to extend the intervals between
inspections, and schedule them based on actual
need

>Improves "first time fix rate": makes it possible
to identify the problem in advance, reducing the
time required to investigate the cause of the
failure;

>Improves product quality and increases lifespan
of the machine

>Ensures efficient resource planning

Predictive maintenance guarantees cost and resource optimisation; it also has a positive impact on 
product quality and lifespan.
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›03
Scope of work performed 
by Parametric Design

> Problem
analysis

>Data 
acquisition

>Data integration 
and predictive 
model creation

>Dashboard 
creation

>Which components cause 

faults?

>How can we 

measure their 

state of wear?

>Can the worn 

component and its related 

state of wear be 

automatically identified?

>What are the data 

sources?

>Can critical issue 

detection be improved 

using additional 

sensors?

Tool: PLC, Arduino

>How can we move from a 

photograph to a predictive 

model?

>What academic 

statistical method makes 

it possible to 

discriminate between 

the various conditions of 

the machinery? 

Tool: Thingworx

>How can the actual 

conditions of the 

machinery be 

monitored?

Tool: Thingworx
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›Problem analysis
Identifying critical components

The piece of machinery selected for the pilot project is an
assembly platform. The project involved analysing the "pick and
place", a rotating manipulator designed to move components
from one position to another on the platform.

The rotation motion of the "pick and place" is controlled by two 
motors

> one that controls the rotary motion

> one that controls the translatory motion

The belt of the first motor and the high-helix
lead screw are the components at greatest risk of wear

CRITICAL ISSUE:
Wear of the belt of the 
motor that controls the 
rotary motion

CRITICAL ISSUE:
Wear of the high-helix lead 
screw due to deterioration 
or insufficient lubrication

Rotary pick and place – video

Motion on two axes
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› Data Acquisition

The input database is created taking into account the PLC data available on the motors, 
together with specific calculations to detect the critical issues.
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›Data integration and predictive 
model creation

A number of days of acquiring 
raw data from the motors 
and additional sensors for 
each condition set
during the problem 
definition stage.

>Cycle identification:  using 
logical rules, the initial data 
flow was able to be divided 
into processing cycles
>Extraction of the 
characteristics of the data 
at a cycle level  Integration 
of the various data sources

>Various classification models were 
compared in order to automatically 
discriminate between the three 
conditions (normal condition, screw 
wear, belt wear)
>By comparing various statistical 
methods, it was possible to identify 
the variables useful for this purpose 
and therefore to exclude 2 out of 3 
sensors

>A comparison of the 
algorithms was carried out 
before and after optimisation 
of the
parameters, performed using the 
Bayesian method; this made it 
possible to reduce the
calculation time required 
for optimisation.
LDA (Linear Discriminant 
Analysis) made it possible to 
achieve 98% prediction 
accuracy.

>The second step of the 
method consisted of predicting 
the degree of wear of the belt. 
Based on the hypothesis that 
real-world application of the 
methods may involve levels of 
wear not considered during the
data acquisition stage, the 
model was tested under 
conditions never considered 
during the training stage.  
Results were excellent in this 
case too

>As a deliverable, a 
dashboard was 
proposed that
would give those involved 
in the decision-making 
processes access to 
information on the actual 
conditions of the 
machinery and enable 
them to schedule 
maintenance
operations accordingly.
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›Results - Dashboard
The dashboard provides real-time 
information on the state of health of the 
machinery, allowing the manufacturer to 
remotely monitor each individual product 
installed at the client premises and schedule 
maintenance activities.

At the same time, the client can verify the 
proper functioning of its product in order to 
intervene when necessary.

The same work method may be extended 
to the various components of the 
machinery, to gain a more comprehensive
view of its functioning and facilitate data 
integration and analysis.

Visual representation of 

algorithm result

Monitoring interface
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›
IoT platform functionality

> Gather > Contextualise > Summarise > Arrange > Engage

>Unlimited connection 
between remote devices 
and company system

>Industrial protocol
driver supplied by
Kepware

>Native cloud support for
AWS, Azure, Predix and
much more

>Transformation of physical 
into digital through visual 
modelling of applications

>Any data item - while 
in movement, in use 
or idle

>Representation of 
individual data items

>Integrated native 
detection of anomalies

>Improving future 
performance and results 
with automatic rules and 
simulations

>Simple integration of third-
party simulation tools for a 
more comprehensive digital 
twin

>Unlimited 
implementation: from the 
edge to the company
>Resource supply and 
content management

>Visual notifications and 
rules with workflow 
management

>UX Builder for the 
web, mobile devices 
and AR

>Engaging visualisation 
for the web, mobile 
devices and AR

>3D animation and 
advanced IoT data to create 
experiences

>ThingMarks for unique AR 
experiences for each 
associated device

> Scale

>Architecture preconfigured for 
company-level implementation

> Millions of devices connected

> Security
> Advanced device identification and
transport security

>Platform-level identity management 
with single sign-on authentication
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Thank you!

Swiss operating office:  
Parametric Design Suisse Sagl 
Corso San Gottardo 24
6830 Chiasso (Ch)

+41 91 945 31 40

info@parametricdesign.ch

Italian Operating Offices  
Parametric Design S.r.l.  
Piazza Corte Grande 24/25 
20060 Gessate (MI)

+39 02 95384199
+39 02 95382708

info@parametricdesign.it
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